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Aligning empirical post-fire tree mortality 
models with landscape theory

Stephens & Finney 2002

Kane et al. 2015

spatially structured process 

factors interacting across scales



Questions

• Structure/pattern predictors of mortality at different scales?

• Cross-scale interactions? What direction?



Study area: 2013 Rim Fire in Yosemite NP

Yosemite Forest Dynamics Plot
Tucker Furniss



Reutebuch et al. 2005

Lidar
• A unique combination of fine resolution 

and large extent

• Ideal for large, multiscale analyses
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spatial patterns:

• clump sizes

• canopy openings
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Multi-scale modeling framework
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Fuel Amount Fuel connectivity
(vertical and horizontal)

Burn weather

Average neighborhood-scale mortality

• Max temp
• ERC

• Open space
• Canopy roughness

• AET
• CC >2 m



Fuel Amount Fuel connectivity
(vertical and horizontal)

Burn weather

Average neighborhood-scale mortality

Canopy tree scale = fine-grain distribution of neighborhood average

Mortality driven primarily at coarser scales,
with local variation
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Canopy tree scale:
Series of filters determine mortality



Conclusions

Variation in post-fire tree mortality is arranged according to landscape-scale 
controls exerted by burn weather and fuel amounts and configuration

Which trees die within a neighborhood depends on a series of conditions: tree 
stature, initial fire effects, acute fire tolerance, and chronic stresses

It is valuable to incorporate spatial patterns, spatial context, and scale when 
studying fire effects on vegetation
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